
Protect your business against any loss of data with our secure 
online backup solution 

Disaster

Data loss
Viruses

Damage

Deletions

Need to protect your information? 

We guarantee:
Simple installation & easy recovery
Safely backup with high-end data encryption and security
Incremental backup for fast performance
Automated scheduling for maximum user productivity
Cloud, onsite or hybrid installations
Minimal network resources while safeguarding user productivity. 

Highly secure
Automatic Backup
Fast Data Recovery

You are a small or mid-sized business located in Gibraltar and you want to 
protect your critical data while meeting recovery objectives? 
Labgroup’s Data Backup services consist of the provision of a backup and 
restore software, offering a professional, online, disk-to-disk and off-site 
replicated solution for your data protection. 
With over 20 years of experience in the secure computing field, Labgroup has 
continuously adapted its backup and restore services in accordance with their 
clients daily challenges.

Easy backup for full security - how it works:

Once an initial full seed backup is completed (Step 1), based on the determined parameters 
(frequency and other options) defined by the client, the software:
    Determines periodically which blocks of information have changed; thus,
    Sends block level changes across the network for incremental backup (Step 2).
    

The multilingual, intuitive web portal interface available 24/7 allows users to:
    Supervise the backups and monitor their data,
    Restore data by easily navigating to the recovery point via an intuitive interface,
    Receive web reports, providing details about the status of backups,
    Be alerted via emails, sent by the portal, in the case of repeated failure of a backup job,
    Access the self-service restore function.

Granular and full system 
protection for clients virtual,-
physical & legacy systems

Easy monitoring via the portal

Highly secure data replication 
compression and encryption

Choice between a cloud, an 
on-site or hybrid installation

State-of-the-art technology 
maximising the impact on 
productivity

Documents & Data 

Step 1: 
Initial full backup

Step 2: 
Backup of modified 

blocks or files
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Backup Process

Restore Process

Data Backup is Labgroup’s automated online backup and recovery offering that provides secure, reliable and efficient 
protection of your organisation’s critical data.

Your benefits: 
Automatic backups across multiple operating systems, available for many applications
Tailored configurations to define your desired retention schedule
Easy monitoring of your backups via a web browser
Secure replication, compression and encryption of your data
Fast transmission to a data vault in Gibraltar 

CONTACT US NOW!
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